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Abstract: In order to improve the corrosion resistance of Mg-3Gd-1Zn-0.4Zr (GZ31K) alloys for
biomedical application, the alloy was micro-arc oxidation (MAO)-treated using silicate electrolyte
system under various voltages (400 V, 425 V, 450 V, 475 V). The effects of voltage on the microstruc-
ture and corrosion properties of MAO coating were investigated via X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
a scanning electron microscope (SEM) combined with an energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS),
X-ray photoelectron spectroscope (XPS), and electrochemical experiments. The results showed that,
with the increase in voltage, the MAO coatings became thicker and the micropores on the MAO
coating increased in diameter. The main phase compositions of the MAO coatings were MgO and
Mg2SiO4. Potentiodynamic polarization curve results showed that MAO coatings could enhance
corrosion resistances, where the corrosion current density decreased by six orders of magnitude
and the corrosion potential of the specimens increased by 300 mV for the voltage of 450 V in the
MAO treatment; nevertheless, the corrosion resistance rapidly deteriorated due to the creation of
large micropores in the MAO coating, which provide a pathway for corrosive media when the
voltage is 475 V. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy results showed that MAO treatments
could increase low-frequency modulus resistance and increase the corrosion resistance of Mg alloys.
In addition, MAO-treated GZ31K alloys still exhibited uniform corrosion, which is desirable for
biomedical applications.

Keywords: magnesium alloy; micro-arc oxidation; voltage; corrosion behavior; uniform corrosion

1. Introduction

Magnesium (Mg) alloys are widely used as medical implant materials due to the
advantages of their good mechanical properties, degradability, and biocompatibility [1,2].
However, the poor chemical stability, uneven corrosion, and poor corrosion resistance of
Mg alloys greatly limit their applications [3]. Therefore, it is of great significance to develop
biomedical Mg alloys with a high corrosion resistance and uniform corrosion mode for
clinical application.

At present, micro-arc oxidation (MAO) is an effective method to slow down the
degradation rate of Mg alloys, with the dual functions of adjusting the degradation rate and
improving biocompatibility [4]. However, the performance of the coating during MAO will
be affected by various factors, such as its electrolyte characteristics, electrical parameters,
and matrix composition. In particular, the film thickness and corrosion resistance are
very sensitive to the process parameters, which significantly affect the comprehensive
service performance of Mg alloys [5,6]. MAO technology has the advantages of a high
treatment efficiency, strong bonding between the film and the substrate, and good corrosion
resistance [7–10]. It has been reported that MAO can provide a protective barrier between
Mg alloys and corrosive media, and the oxide layer grows in situ on the surface of Mg alloys,
thus acting as a passivation and improving their corrosion resistance [5,11]. However, there
are some inherent defects in MAO coatings, including micropores and microcracks [12,13],
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through which corrosive media can penetrate and contact the Mg matrix [14–16]. Moreover,
the higher pore density on the surface of MAO coatings increases their effective surface
area, which increases the tendency of the corrosive media to be adsorbed and concentrated
in the pores, and thus reduces the corrosion resistance of MAO coatings [17].

However, surface treatment does not fundamentally solve the problem of localized
corrosion [17,18]. It has been shown that if an alloy itself exhibits localized corrosion, it
still presents localized corrosion after MAO, NaOH, or fluoride treatments [19,20], which is
harmful to the mechanical integrity of the implant and can easily lead to premature failure.
Therefore, biodegradable Mg alloys with a homogeneous corrosion behavior are desired.

The Mg-Gd-Zn-Zr alloy has many advantages, such as good comprehensive me-
chanical properties, good biocompatibility, a low corrosion rate, and a uniform corrosion
mode [21,22]. In this work, the uniformly corroded Mg-3Gd-1Zn-0.4Zr (GZ31K) alloy was
used as the research object to study the influence of different voltages (400 V, 425 V, 450 V,
475 V) of MAO treatment on the corrosion behavior of the coating on the alloy, includ-
ing the corrosion resistance and corrosion mode. After MAO, the Mg alloy still showed
uniform corrosion, indicating that it has good application prospects in biodegradable
implantation applications.

2. Experimental

The Mg-3Gd-1Zn-0.4Zr (GZ31K) alloy was prepared using the gravity-casting method;
samples with diameter of 14 mm and thickness of 3.8 mm were cut for microstructure
observation and corrosion tests. The non-inductive steel tank was used as the cathode
in the micro-arc reaction with a circulating cooling system, and the Mg alloy was used
as the anode. It has been reported that the anodizing is shortened in this voltage range,
the MAO coating grows quickly, and the thickness is uniform [23,24]. A study has shown
that when the voltage is less than 450 V, the thickness of the film increases slightly with
the increase in voltage; when the voltage is greater than 450 V, the thickness of the film
increases significantly with the increase in voltage, and the thickness of the film will greatly
affect the corrosion resistance of the alloy; and as the applied voltage rises from 400 V to
500 V, the surface porosity will be relatively stable [25]. Therefore, the voltage for MAO was
set to 400 V, 425 V, 450 V, and 475 V in this work. When the voltage reaches the set value,
the experiment ends. A large white spark is generated during the experiment, and as the
voltage increases, the spark becomes more flickering. The main electrical parameters were
the current density of 0.2 A/cm2, the positive duty cycle of 30%, and the pulse frequency
of 500 Hz. The alkaline electrolyte was mixed with 20 g/L Na2SiO3·9H2O, 2 g/L NaOH
and 4 g/L KF·2H2O.

The structure and morphology of the MAO coating were characterized by scanning
electron microscope (SEM, JSM-6360LV, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) and a field emission scanning
electron microscope (MERLIN Compact, ZEISS, Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with
an energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscope (EDS, Oxford Atec X-max 50, Oxford Company,
Oxford, UK). The coatings were gold-sprayed prior to SEM observation. The average
micropore size of the alloys was calculated by Image-Pro Plus software (Image-Pro Plus 6.0,
Kebai Biotechnology, Nanjing, China).

X-ray diffraction (XRD, Ultima-IV, Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) was used to analyze the
phase composition of the MAO coating, and the XRD curves were calibrated using MDI
Jade 6.5 software and standard PDF cards. The diffraction matrix was a copper target,
the electron accelerating voltage was 40 kV, and the XRD was carried out by swept-angle
incidence scanning, in which the incidence angle was 2.5◦, the scanning speed was 5◦/min,
and the scanning angle was 20–80◦. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Nexsa, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) irradiated with Al Kα revealed the elemental compo-
sition and chemical state of the upper layers of different alloy compositions. Advantage
5.9931 software (Advantage, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was used for
data fitting.
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The corrosion electrochemical behaviors of the samples in simulated body fluid (SBF;
the compositions are listed in Table 1 [22]) was measured on a standard three-electrode
system electrochemical workstation (PARSTAT2273, Ametek Company, Berwyn, PA, USA),
in which the uncoated or coated Mg alloy with an exposed surface area of 1 cm2 was used
as working electrode, platinum electrode as auxiliary electrode, and saturated calomel
electrode as the reference electrode. Electrochemical impedance spectrum (EIS) and po-
larization tests were conducted. Before testing, an open circuit potential was measured
for 15 min to stabilize the potential. The scanning speed of the polarization curve was
1 mV/s. The amplitude of the sine wave excitation signal used in the EIS test was 10 mV,
and the frequency range was 100 kHz~100 mHz. Three samples of each state were pre-
pared for electrochemical testing, and each sample was measured once. Zview software
(Zview 2, Scribner Associates Inc., Southern Pines, NC, USA) was used for data fitting for
the impedance spectra.

Table 1. Compositions of the simulated body fluid (adapted from Ref. [22]).

Component NaCl CaCl2 KCl NaHCO3 MgCl2·6H2O Glucose Na2HPO4·2H2O KH2PO4 MgSO4·7H2O

Concentration/g·L−1 8.00 0.14 0.40 0.35 0.10 1.00 0.06 0.06 0.06

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Microstructure

The as-cast alloy was composed of grey α-Mg, a bright eutectic phase, and lamellar
structures at the outer edge of the α-Mg grains [26]. Figure 1 shows the coating surface
morphologies of the GZ31K samples after MAO treatment under different voltages. It
shows that some micropores become larger, the number of micropores decreases, and
microcracks increase with increasing voltage. Image-pro Plus software calculations show
that the average size of micropores per sample was 1.64 µm, 2.52 µm, 4.85 µm, and 5.10 µm,
respectively. It is known that the discharge intensity of individual sparks increases, and
more melting products are ejected from the discharge channel and rapidly deposited
around the discharge channel with the increase in voltage [23]. It has been reported that the
change in microporous structure with voltage is attributed to the dielectric breakdown of
the MAO coating [25]. In addition, for the same electrolyte, the porosity of the MAO coating
decreases with increasing voltage, and the size of the micropores increases, mainly because
the micropores are filled by solids within the pores; the increase in voltage promotes the
growth of the coating and the formation of a thicker coating, which makes it less likely that
the plasma discharge will penetrate through the coating, thus decreasing the porosity [27].
The microcracks produced on the surface were concentrated around the micropores and
interconnected, suggesting that as the oxide film was formed, the molten base alloy came
into contact with the rapidly cooled electrolyte through the discharge channel, forming
cracks around the pores during rapid cooling and solidification [28]. Furthermore, with
the increase in applied voltage, the discharge intensity of a single spark was enhanced so
that the pore size of the film increased at a higher applied voltage. The discharge spark
was especially serious, as it brought about thermal stress in the coating at a higher applied
voltage, and induced some cracks on the surface of coatings after solidification [29].

Figure 2 shows the cross-sectional morphologies and elemental distribution of the red
lines from the MAO coating to the substrate. The MAO coating becomes thicker and more
uniform with the increase in voltage. The thickness of the MAO coating obtained at 400 V,
425 V, 450 V, and 475 V is approximately 9 µm, 11 µm, 15 µm, and 30 µm, respectively, and
it can be seen the coatings of the 450 V MAO group and the 475 V MAO group appear to
be more tightly bound to the substrate, but the MAO coating at 400 V and 425 V is loose
and more microcracks are formed at 425 V. However, it can be seen from the cross-sectional
morphology that there are some small micropores in the 450 V MAO coatings, whereas
larger micropores are produced in the MAO coating at 475 V. The composition distributions
from the MAO coatings to the substrate, shown in yellow lines in Figure 2a–d, were tested
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by EDS, and the results of the yellow lines are plotted in Figure 2(a1–d1), respectively. The
main compositions of the MAO coating are Mg, Si, and O, of which Mg is mainly from
the Mg matrix, and Si and O come from the electrolyte. The content of other elements is
very low.
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Figure 1. SEM images of the MAO coatings (a) 400 V, (b) 425 V, (c) 450 V, (d) 475 V.

To study the components of the MAO coating, the XRD patterns of the MAO coatings
are shown in Figure 3. The coatings are all composed of MgO and Mg2SiO4. In addition,
due to the thinness of the MAO coating and the existence of tiny micropores on the surface,
the X-rays can easily pass through the MAO coating and impact the substrate, so strong
α-Mg diffraction peaks were obtained. With the increase in voltage, the diffraction peak of
MgO strengthens, indicating that the crystallinity of the film is increasing, which is because
the growth of the film is affected by the increase in voltage, resulting in the direction and
speed of the ion transfer being affected. Some studies have shown that the MAO coating
of the silicic acid system cannot be detected by XRD experiments, which may be because
Mg2SiO4 is in an amorphous state [30].
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In order to further analyze the chemical composition of the MAO coating, an XPS
analysis was carried out. Figure 4 shows the full spectrum of XPS and the high-resolution
XPS spectrum of the Mg 1s, O 1s and Si 2p of 450 V MAO alloys. Figure 4a shows that the
broad spectrums confirm that the MAO coating consisted of Mg, O, Si, Na, and F elements.
The narrow spectrums of Mg 1s, O1s, and Si 2p are listed in Figure 4b–d. Two components
of MgO (1303.9 eV) and Mg2SiO4 (1304.6 eV) were present in the MAO coating (Figure 4b).
The O 1s the narrow spectrum of the MAO coating, which also included MgO (531.3 eV)
and Mg2SiO4 (532.3 eV) (Figure 4c); the Si 2p peak occurs at a binding energy of 102.6 eV,
which is consistent with the presence of Mg2SiO4 [31] (Figure 4d). By using Advantage
software, the area ratio of the fitting peaks of MgO and Mg2SiO4 was found to be 1.49; the
area ratio is the ratio of content. This revealed the presence of MgO and Mg2SiO4 in the
MAO coating.
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3.2. Corrosion Behavior

The representative polarization curves of the specimens are plotted in Figure 5, and the
electrochemical parameters fitted by Tafel extrapolation are listed in Table 2. Compared with
the Mg substrate without MAO treatment, the corrosion current density of the specimens
after MAO treatment at 400 V, 425 V, 450 V, and 475 V was reduced by about three, four, six,
and two orders of magnitude, revealing a significant improvement in corrosion resistance.
Moreover, the corrosion potential of the MAO specimens decreases and then increases with
increasing MAO voltage, which indicates that the corrosion tendency is the lowest at a
voltage of 450 V. Generally, the corrosion resistance of the alloy is significantly improved with
increases in voltage of up to 450 V from both the thermodynamic and dynamic perspectives.
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Figure 5. Potentiodynamic polarization curves of the substrate and MAO-treated specimens in SBF.

Table 2. Electrochemical parameters of the specimens fitted according to Figure 5.

Specimen Substrate 400 V 425 V 450 V 475 V

Ecorr (V) −1.59 ± 0.02 −1.76 ± 0.02 −1.58 ± 0.01 −1.29 ± 0.02 −1.57 ± 0.01
Icorr (A/cm2) 2.67 ± 0.13 × 10−5 2.31 ± 0.05 × 10−8 5.23 ± 0.22 × 10−9 2.75 ± 0.36 × 10−10 8.23 ± 0.15 × 10−7

EIS measurements were introduced to explore the corrosion behavior of the treated
and untreated GZ31K Mg alloys. The Nyquist, bode, and phase plots of the specimens
are presented in Figure 6, as well as the corresponding equivalent circuit models. The
impedance data are fitted and shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Fitting results of electrochemical parameters obtained from EIS.

Specimen Substrate 400 V MAO 425 V MAO 450 V MAO 475 V MAO

Rs /Ω·cm2 89.4 81.0 54.5 78.1 79.3
Yf/Ω−1·cm−2·sn

f 3.08 × 10−5 6.62 × 10−7

nf 0.835 0.751
Rf/Ω·cm2 1.35 × 103 1.14 × 10−2

Yf2/Ω−1·cm−2·sn
f2 1.73 × 10−7 2.76 × 10−8 1.48 × 10−7

nf2 0.762 0.801 0.763
Rf2/Ω·cm2 2.52 × 103 1.78 × 104 2.11 × 105

Yf1/Ω−1·cm−2·sn
f1 88.5 × 10−8 1.41 × 10−7 8.53 × 10−8

nf1 0.79 0.77 0.81
Rf1/Ω·cm2 3.21 × 105 6.23 × 105 6.49 × 106

Ydl/Ω−1·cm−2·sn 9.85 × 10−4 4.18 × 10−7 1.54 × 10−7 1.18 × 10−7 2.27 × 10−7

n 0.892 0.786 0.895 0.823 0.978
Rct /Ω·cm2 3.71 × 102 7.12 × 105 1.08 × 107 9. 34 × 108 3.74 × 105

Rp /Ω·cm2 1.72 × 103 7.13 × 105 1.11 × 107 9. 35 × 108 7.08 × 106

Error 5.19 × 10−3 4.50 × 10−4 8.12 × 10−4 8.69 × 10−4 3.78 × 10−4

It can be seen in Figure 6a that the 425 V MAO alloy and the 450 V MAO alloy do
not show a complete semicircular arc because the charge transfer resistance was much
faster than the diffusion rate, and capacitance arcs were not yet been fully formed [16]. The
400 V MAO and the 475 V MAO samples have more complete capacitance arcs. Figure 6b
shows the partial magnification of the Nyquist curves, from which it can be seen that the
substrate has a complete capacitive arc, but the radius of the capacitive arc is relatively
small. Figure 6a shows the Nyquist curve of 475 V MAO in the lower right corner. It can
be seen from the figure that the capacitive arc radius of 475 V MAO is larger than that of
the matrix. Since the radius of the capacitive arc reflects the corrosion resistance of the
specimen, a larger capacitive arc radius implies a lower corrosion rate [32]. The increase in
the capacitive arc radius indicates that 450 V MAO has the best corrosion resistance. As
seen from the Bode plot in Figure 6c, the impedance modulus of the alloy (|Z|f = 0.01 Hz)
gradually increases with an increase in voltage. It has been shown [33] that the MAO
coating has a triple constant in the whole frequency range, in which the capacitive loop
in the high-frequency region is attributed to the charge transfer at the interface between
the substrate and the electrolyte, reflecting the integrity of the film; the mid-frequency
capacitive loop is related to the response of the internal dense layer; and the low-frequency
loop corresponds to the external porous layer. The magnitude of the impedance modulus in
the lowest-frequency region is used as a semi-quantitative index to evaluate the corrosion
resistance of the film [32]. Since 450 V MAO has the highest low-frequency impedance
modulus (5.72 × 106 Ω·cm2), it is suggested to have the best corrosion resistance. Generally,
the phase angle at high frequencies in the phase diagram is related to the film [34]. As seen
in Figure 6d, the phase angle diagram of the micro-arc oxidized film shows a more stable
trend compared to the substrate, where the 475 V MAO specimen has the largest phase
angle (80◦) at high frequencies, indicating that 475 V MAO has the best integrity.

In order to understand the corrosion process of the film, the impedance data were
fitted by the corresponding equivalent circuit models, as shown in Figure 6e,f. Rs is the
solution resistance, Qdl is the double-layer constant phase angle element, Rct is the charge
transfer resistance, Qf is the constant phase angle element of oxidation film, and Rf is
the film resistance. Moreover, the polarization resistance (Rp) was calculated based on
Equation (1), and a higher Rp represents better corrosion resistance [35]. Figure 6e shows
the equivalent circuit for the Mg alloy substrate, where Qf represents the capacitance of
the corrosion product film, and Qdl represents the capacitance between the oxide film/
400 V MAO coating and the Mg alloy substrate, respectively, due to the thin film in the
400 V MAO alloy, which has the same equivalent circuit model as the Mg alloy matrix. Qf2
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and Qf1 represent the capacitance of the porous outer and dense inner layers, respectively,
and the corresponding equivalent circuit fitting data are shown in Table 3.

In addition, Rf1 is related to the denseness, microporosity and thickness of the inner
layer, while Rf2 is related to the outer layer. From the data in Table 3, it can be seen that with
the increase in voltage, Rf1 and Rf2 gradually increase, indicating that the thickness of the
film increases. Usually, Rct is considered an important index for evaluating the corrosion
resistance of the film, which is positively correlated with the corrosion capacity. The fitting
results show that the MAO coating has a higher Rct and lower Qdl than the untreated
GZ31K Mg alloy substrate, where the 450 V MAO has the highest Rct (9.34 × 108 Ω·cm2)
and the lowest Qdl (1.18 × 10−7 Ω−1·cm−2·s), which suggests that the layer has the best
corrosion resistance.

Rp = Rct + Rf (1)

In summary, with the increase in voltage, the corrosion resistance increases first and
then decreases, and the highest corrosion resistance can be increased by six orders of
magnitude. On the one hand, when the voltage is low, there are more micropores on the
surface; the porosity decreases with the increase in voltage, but microcracks appear. It has
been reported that pores and microcracks in the coating serve as conductive pathways for
ions [6]. The coating/substrate interface acts as a good barrier to inhibit the penetration of
aggressive electrolytes onto the metal surface. It can be seen from Figure 2 that the thickness
of the film gradually increases with the increase in voltage, so when the voltage rises to
450 V, even if there are microcracks, because the film is thicker and the interface between
the coating and the matrix is relatively compact, it is difficult for the ions in the corrosion
medium to reach and corrode the surface of the substrate. However, when the voltage
continues to rise to 475 V, although the film is thicker, many large pores are distributed in
the film, which allows for the ions in the corrosive medium to reach the substrate surface.
On the other hand, it can be seen from Figure 5 that as the voltage increases, the Ecorr
of the MAO-coated sample first increases and then decreases, which may be caused by
the porous surface indirectly affecting the equilibrium change in the anode and cathodic
reactions on the surface. In addition, the anode of the polarization curve represents the
dissolution of the magnesium matrix, while the cathodic polarization curve represents
the hydrogen evolution reaction [36]. When the voltage is 425 V and 450 V, the anodic
polarization curve of the MAO coating shows significant passivation behavior, revealing
that the anodic reaction is further inhibited. Further comparing the corrosion resistance
of the GZ31K Mg alloy matrix and MAO coating under different voltages through EIS, in
general, with the increase in voltage, the thickness of the film increases, and the Rp also
first increases and then decreases, so the corrosion resistance of the 450 V MAO sample is
apparently improved.

Figure 7 shows the surface and cross-sectional morphologies of the substrate and
MAO-treated specimens after immersion in SBF for 128 h to study the corrosion mode. As
can be seen from Figure 7b–e, the typical microporous structure of the MAO coating is
still visible, indicating that the corrosion was not severe and that some of the pores were
plugged with corrosion products. In addition, some cracks appear on the surface. The
cracks on the surface of the coating are caused by the corrosive medium penetrating through
the pores; after the corrosive medium comes into contact with the Mg alloy substrate, a
corrosion reaction occurs, and the resulting corrosion products block the pores and cause
stresses, resulting in cracks in the coating [28]. There are also white, bright, aggregated
particles on the surface of the film, distributed near the micropores and cracks. This is
mainly because the destruction of the oxide film layer and the appearance of cracks reduce
the densification of the specimen surface, and the corrosion medium enters the Mg alloy
substrate through the micropores, generating a relatively homogeneous layer of products.
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From the cross-sections in Figure 7(a1), it can be seen that a layer of corrosion products
with a thickness of ~10 µm is formed on the substrate after immersion. Figure 7(b1–d1)
show that the sum of the thickness of the MAO coating and its surface corrosion products
gradually increases, which is mainly attributed to the thicker MAO coating. The loose and
porous part of the MAO coating is filled with corrosion products with a uniform corrosion
characteristic, especially 450 V MAO. However, when the voltage was increased to 475 V,
as shown in Figure 7(e1), deeper cracks were clearly produced in its cross-section and
many bright corrosion products were distributed on the surface of the substrate, indicating
that the corrosion products reached the surface of the substrate through the cracks. The
macroscopic surfaces of the specimens after removing the corrosion products are shown
in Figure 7(a1–e1). The corrosion process is relatively uniform for both substrate and
MAO-treated specimens, which is desired for biomedical Mg alloys because the mechanical
integrity can be maintained during service without localized corrosion. The main reason
for this is likely that the corrosion potential of the MAO coating (MgO and Si2MgO4) is
close to that of the GZ31K substrate.

It was reported that the film thickness increases, along with the number of cracks,
as the voltage increases [37]. Although the coating thickness increases, due to cracks and
breakdowns, the corrosive medium enters the surface of the alloy through the cracks to
erode the substrate, and the corrosion current density increases, thus reducing the corrosion
resistance. In addition, at some point, when the voltage exceeds a critical value, the coating
cannot be further optimized and instead will peel off and roughen. However, the corrosion
resistance of the MAO coatings increases and then decreases with increasing voltage in
this work. The experiments showed that with the increase in voltage, the growth of the
MAO coating was accelerated and the thickness of the film increased with the appearance
of an inner layer, dense layer, and loose layer. Due to the thicker film layer, the cracks
generated during the MAO process had little effect on the corrosion resistance of the
alloy [23]. However, when the voltage continues to increase to a critical value, cracks, as
well as the effect of micropores, reduce the corrosion resistance. As a consequence, the
voltage parameter during the MAO treatment of Mg alloys plays a significant role in the
corrosion resistance of the coating, and needs to be controlled and optimized.

It is well known that the applied voltage is one of the most important factors influ-
encing the MAO process. In this study, when the applied voltage is 400–450 V, the surface
aperture of the MAO coating is smaller and the number of holes is higher. When the applied
voltage is 450–475 V, the size of the holes is obviously larger and their number is greatly
reduced. In summary, the microstructure of the coating surface is optimal at 450 V applied
voltage. In addition, the corrosion resistance of the MAO coating was characterized by
electrochemical experiments. It can also be seen that the corrosion current of the samples
decreases when the applied voltage is lower than 450 V, but increases with an applied
voltage of higher than 450 V, showing the superior corrosion protection provided by the
450 V MAO coating. The corrosion resistance of the coatings is affected by many factors,
such as the film composition, thickness, and microstructure. For example, the 400 V MAO
coating shows the worst corrosion resistance among all coated samples because of its lower
thickness. In addition, the corrosion protection is found to be proportional to the coating
thickness. A thicker coating is beneficial for the improvement in corrosion resistance. More-
over, the integrity of the MAO coatings also greatly affects the corrosion resistance. For
instance, the 475 V MAO coating, despite having a larger thickness, had a worse corrosion
resistance than the 450 V MAO coating. This is probably due to the large micropores and
cracks present inside the coatings, which allow for more corrosive medium to penetrate
into the coating, thus reducing its corrosion resistance. During the MAO process, we can
select the appropriate electrolyte additives to improve the performance of the film or to
achieve self-sealing holes [38]. Therefore, the many characterization experiments proved
that the alloy exhibits good corrosion resistance and still maintains uniform corrosion at
450 V applied voltage.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, micro-arc oxidation treatments were carried out on Mg-3Gd-1Zn-0.4Zr
alloys for surface modification. The microstructures, phases, and corrosion behaviors of
MAO-coated Mg alloys were investigated, and the main conclusions are listed as follows:

(1) The main phase compositions of MAO coatings were MgO and Mg2SiO4. With
the increase in voltage, the porosity in the MAO coating decreases and the film
becomes thicker.

(2) The corrosion current density decreases and then increases, the radius of the capacitive
arc increases and then decreases, and the impedance modulus (|Z|f = 0.01 Hz)
increases and then decreases with the increase in voltage. Meanwhile, the polarization
resistance (Rp) also increases and then decreases. Due to the increase in thickness
and the decrease in porosity, the anodic reaction is suppressed to a large extent, and
the corrosion resistance is improved by six orders of magnitude under 450 V voltage
compared to the substrate without MAO treatment.

(3) The GZ31K alloy in SBF shows uniform corrosion characteristics, and after MAO
treatment, the specimens still exhibit a uniform corrosion mode, indicating that MAO
treatment does not change the corrosion characteristics of the substrate, which is the
desired performance for biodegradable implanted applications.
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